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REIMA VÄLIMÄKI, Heresy in Late Medieval Germany: The Inquisitor
Petrus Zwicker and the Waldensians, Heresy and Inquisition in the
Middle Ages (Martlesham: Boydell and Brewer, 2019), 352 pp. ISBN
978 1 90 315386 4. £75.00

Reima Välimäki’s book analyses the life, work, and legacy of Petrus
Zwicker—called ‘the awakener of sleeping men’ by the author in the
title of his original dissertation—who was an inquisitor active around
the turn of the fifteenth century. By all accounts, Zwicker was an
intriguing figure who challenged traditional roles and categories. He
was an inquisitor, yet he was neither a Franciscan nor a Dominican,
but a Celestine (one of only two known cases, the other being his
assistant). He was also a religious hermit who travelled extensively
across German-speaking Europe. As a Catholic author, his anti-hereti-
cal writings stressed the sufficiency of the Scriptures in doctrinal mat-
ters. As an inquisitorial official, he was interested in understanding
the actual religious beliefs held by the Waldensians and in seeing
them converted. Yet these very qualities and life experiences are
probably what account for Zwicker’s success. He was suited to the
task, and his legacy speaks to that fact. By the same token, Välimäki’s
study also defies classification in many ways. It presents the profile
and legacy of a premodern author, maps out the historical perception
of heretics and specific polemics against them, seeks to attribute the
authorship of an anti-heretical text, and undertakes intense archival
research and Überlieferungsgeschichte (history of transmission).

This book traces the novel approach to the Waldensian heresy
taken by Zwicker and his contemporaries, from its origin in prior
treatises and its development in Zwicker’s work and pastoral method
to its broader reception and dissemination among groups of ecclesi-
astical officials and prelates throughout German-speaking areas.
Innovative in his approach (alongside Martinus of Prague), Zwicker,
as Välimäki shows, was one of a new brand of inquisitors who con-
centrated on the nature of heresy itself and on rooting it out by means
of conversion, rather than on quashing the dissident spirit of a rebel
group. For previous generations of inquisitors and the society and
culture that produced them, to be in discord with the Church was to
be in discord with Christ. Consequently, perpetrators were punished
in accordance with the divinely instituted means of justice entrusted
to the Church. Zwicker and his peers regarded heresy or false belief
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as a treatable illness, ‘an almost imperceptible poison working invis-
ibly’,1 rather than demonizing the Waldensians as an unruly sect. His
focus was on combating false belief and not explicitly on fighting
heretics as such. It is this process that constitutes the thematic focus
of Välimäki’s study, something that he terms the ‘pastoralization of
heresy’. This is a revised and expanded thesis from his dissertation,
where he refers to ‘retheologization’.

The study is structured around the various products and vehicles
of the pastoralization process in relation to inquisitorial views and
praxes in German-speaking Europe. Välimäki examines Zwicker’s
biography, bibliography, homiletic and inquisitorial practice, theo-
logical points of emphasis, and legacy. Three sources in particular
form the study’s textual epicentre: the Refutatio errorum, Cum dor -
mirent homines, and the compilation of inquisitorial materials known
as the Processus Petri. Välimäki’s profound grasp of these texts, their
use, and the history of their transmission is evident and commend-
able. With an astute combination of codicological and palaeographic
know-how, theological and sociological observations, and personal
synthetic proficiency, the author provides insights that demand
attention and offer a timely contribution to our understanding of the
shifting landscape of late medieval Europe. At this transformative
point in history, marked by deep conflicts within the Church and a
society eager to exercise control and find scapegoats, Zwicker’s voice
was distinct and efficacious in shifting attitudes towards the
Waldensians, as Välimäki clearly shows.

Zwicker’s existence as an eremitic monk absorbed in constant
prayer and study of the Scriptures, and steeped in liturgical practice,
doubtlessly prepared him to bear heartfelt witness and show convic-
tion to those whom he felt had gone astray in their beliefs. This atti-
tude, as Välimäki demonstrates, is clear from Zwicker’s writings. He
held the office of inquisitor and, as such, was responsible for the per-
secution of recalcitrant heretics. His writings, however, exhibit a pas-
toral and homiletic rather than coercive or condemnatory tone, and
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teenth-century Polemics against Waldensian Heresy’, in Christian Krötzl,
Katariina Mustakallio, and Jenni Kuuliala (eds.), Infirmity in Antiquity and the
Middle Ages: Social and Cultural Approaches to Health, Weakness and Care
(Abingdon, 2016), 137–52, at 152.



display a biblical essentialism intended better to reach the minds and
hearts of his intended audience, themselves devotees of ‘literal bibli-
cism’ (p. 61). Yet Zwicker had an even broader purpose, to which
Välimäki perceptively draws attention. Zwicker’s ultimate goal was
not only to convert the Waldensians but, more importantly, to
‘bypass the struggles and factions of his times by stressing the fun-
damental unity of the Church’ (p. 35). Given the virtually insur-
mountable rift that vexed the Church of Zwicker’s time, Välimäki
observes that the Celestine provincial and his like-minded contem-
poraries opted to devote their powers of persuasion to ending dis-
unity in the Church on an individual basis, as seen in his compara-
tively pastoral stance toward the heterodox sect of the Waldensians.

In terms of further merits and faults, a few issues should be
addressed. The author writes admirably for a non-native speaker.
His effective prose and skilful style (barring the occasional hiccup,
for example, in places where ‘and’, ‘of’, and ‘the’ are missing) benefit
the reader. In addition to the author’s well-founded thesis, specialists
will greatly appreciate his description and appraisal of the available
archival material. On the whole, given the specificity of the subject
matter, Heresy in Late Medieval Germany is most useful as a stand-
alone piece of scholarship for specialists in the field, as opposed to a
general overview or contextualizing analysis—a point revisited
below. This tendency is in part unsurprising for a reworked disserta-
tion, but it opens the study up to critique. I should like to focus on
three main points of contention: the arguments concerning the
Refutatio errorum, the matter of historical and historiographical con-
text, and the implications of the book’s title.

Concerning the Refutatio: the work itself, to which Välimäki
devotes twenty-five pages, occupies a somewhat curious position in
the study and contributes little of value beyond arguing for
Zwicker’s authorship. The author begins by claiming that this anony-
mous text of unknown origin contains a similar view of Waldensians
to that put forward in Zwicker’s well-known treatise Cum dormirent
homines. Välimäki also states that the two texts are from the same era
and reflect the same state of knowledge. He then goes on to bridge
the gap between the affinity and attribution of the two texts, positing
that Zwicker was the author of the Refutatio. While his arguments
appear to hold at least in part (despite the absence of any argument
to counter the theory that Zwicker might have consulted the Refutatio
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as a source), the section adds little to the overall thrust of his thesis
and would have been better suited to an independent article. The ink
devoted to this matter could have been put to good use in providing
much needed context, a point to which we now turn.

Välimäki’s book is rather lacking in context, in terms of direct and
related historical developments and historiography—a fact reflected
in the author’s choice of secondary literature. The history of the
medieval Waldensian movement and other heterodox sects receives
unsatisfactory consideration, with the space dedicated to prior re -
search on these topics totalling a single page spread out between
pages nine and eleven. As the stage is inadequately set for the epoch
treated in the study, the reader is left stuck with a narrow scope. This
fact is compounded by major gaps in the secondary literature— in
English, Italian, and, most importantly, German—a list of which
would exceed the limits of this review. Since the author includes a
bibliography and not a works cited section, one must assume either
neglect or intentional omission, neither of which seem reasonable.
Most importantly, there is no mention of the ground-breaking stan-
dard works by Giuliano Volpe, Herbert Grundmann, and R. I. Moore,
or the shifts in approach regarding heresy and otherness more broad-
ly in the Middle Ages that these authors heralded. Discussion of such
works is not merely a question of giving credit where credit is due or
paying homage, but also, and most importantly, of providing valu-
able context for the reader. In that respect, an exemplary study is that
by Martin Schneider.2

Finally, Välimäki’s title is incongruous and misleading in a num-
ber of ways. The book itself is not primarily about heresy, heretics, or
even the Waldensians as such (as mentioned above, the amount of
information presented on the Waldensians in this or any other his-
torical context is almost trivial). Rather, it is about the perception of,
and response to, heresy. It is about—and this is one of its strong
suits—the change in perspective and approach on the part of a per-
secuting people in relation to a specific, persecuted, heterodox sect. It
revolves around a shift in attitude towards the not-so-distant other—
one that views them not as enemies, but as lost brethren. In addition,
the anachronistic term ‘late medieval Germany’ is problematic and
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requires qualification, which the author does not provide. He uses
designations such as German regions, German-speaking Europe, and
the Empire, none of which he equates with ‘late medieval Germany’.
The anachronism of the title implies either that Germany was a clear-
ly definable historical region in the period, or that the study focuses
on the territory of modern-day Germany. If the latter is the case,
Välimäki should account for that decision. Zwicker and his compan-
ions, along with their message, travelled throughout German-speak-
ing Europe, so it would be more accurate to use that term. More fun-
damentally, if it is important to recognize anachronistic sentiments, it
is equally important not to codify them and, more to the point, to
avoid the pitfall of ‘rise of nations’ narratives. With its chosen title,
the study presents itself as a book for non-specialists—almost a pop-
ular history. I can relate to the temptation of punchy titles that aim to
attract a wide readership, but that should never come at the expense
of the historian’s pursuit of accuracy.

All in all, Heresy in Late Medieval Germany represents a fine addi-
tion to the Heresy and Inquisition series, one whose merits far out-
weigh its demerits. The critique given here is intended not to deni-
grate a successfully executed mixture of textual source work and cul-
tural history, but to provide an honest analysis based on standards of
international scholarship.

NICHOLAS W. YOUMANS is a Research Fellow at the For schungs -
stelle Deutscher Orden of the Julius-Maximilians-Universität Würz -
burg. His current research project analyses symbolic acts and the role
of chivalric and monastic ideals in shaping the identity of the Teutonic
Order.
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